Warbler Place Urban Village

SEAWAY MALL PLANS NORTHEAST
SIDE PARKING LOT CONVERSION
TO RESIDENTIAL

Warbler Place Urban Village

For years, leadership at the Seaway Mall has
envisioned converting the unused northeast side of
the parking lot to a residential neighbourhood.
“There’s so much potential for much-needed
housing in that under-utilized space,” says Michael
Belcastro, the Seaway Mall’s president. “Converting
this space would also contribute to the mall as a
community hub and a pillar of the City of Welland”.
Over the years, the Seaway Mall has played host to
countless community events like the Scout’s Kub
Car Rally, Lion’s Club Raffles, Tai Chi, Chorus
Niagara, Youth Innovation, or the YWCA’s
Cardboard House and many more, in addition to
being a central location for services such as a
walk in clinic, public library, a dentist, eye care
facilities and unique stores that can’t be found
anywhere else across the Niagara Region.
According to Belcastro, a residential development
in that space would service a need in the
community - not only for seniors who would be
able to walk to the Seaway Mall, but for anyone
looking to call a place home with all the major
amenities only steps away.
To find a better use for the underused parking lot,
a local developer and planners have come to the
plate with the plan of creating a residential
neighbourhood that promotes green space,
walkability, and diverse architecture.

"We’re going to plant 1,000 trees in this parking lot”
says Drew Toth, developer with Elevate Living Niagara,
“and create walking paths, diverse architecture that
compliments the existing surroundings and that also
accommodates various demographics. We are going to
increase the density while reducing the need for cars,
and we’re going to create community spaces like
horizontal parks.” This development will be sensitive to
the evolution of the Seaway Mall and its history, and it
will underscore the Seaway as a primary community
hub in Welland.
Toth and his team have been in one-on-one talks with
both residential and commercial neighbours to obtain
feedback and to include any concerns while planning
the development.
The development model is based on an increasingly
popular approach called New Urbanism. New Urbanists
develop land to its best use and use concepts like
increased density, infill developments, grey fields to
residential, walkable neighbourhoods, vibrant and
diverse communities and missing middle housing are
created. New Urbanism is also seen as an antidote to
urban sprawl and its side effects: increased traffic,
clearcutting trees and destroying agricultural land. In
Niagara specifically, leaders are increasingly using the
New Urbanist approach for meeting population growth
targets while protecting Green Belt lands and lands
where our tender fruit is growing.

FOR QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS ABOUT THE DEVELOPMENT, PLEASE REACH OUT
TO INFO@ELEVATELIVING.CA.

